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1. [30 marks]You have just joined a software development organization that does not use objecttechnology in any form. The CEO has become very enthusiastic and wants thecompany to convert to object technology for all phases of the software developmentprocess. The Director of the division that you work for has been charged with theconversion process. Being a practical person, she doesn't buy all the hype thatthe CEO has been fed. She has asked you to prepare a report that describes, inclear terms, what object technology is, how it a�ects the di�erent parts of softwaredevelopment, and what the costs and bene�ts of object technology really are. Dueto the time constraints (about 30 minutes) she has placed on you, she does notexpect a detailed discussion | just the important issues. She also does not expectperfect prose but does expect something readable!2. [20 marks]An important concept in most object-oriented programming languages is encapsu-lation.(a) Explain what encapsulation is and why is it important to the object paradigm.(5 marks)(b) Discuss the support for encapsulation provided by CLOS. Your discussionshould also cover why the CLOS designers chose the form of encapsulationthey did. (7 marks)(c) In Smalltalk, no object may directly access the instance variables of anotherobject, even if both objects belong to the same class. In C++, objects mayaccess instance variables (data members) of other objects if they belong to thesame class. Discuss the tradeo�s between these two views of encapsulation.(8 marks)3. [20 marks]Booch regards hierarchy as an important feature of the object model. The twoforms of hierarchy he discusses are aggregation (also known as composition) andinheritance.(a) Explain what the two hierarchies are and why they are useful. (10 marks)(b) There are two views as to what inheritance means. Compare these two views.Your discussion of each view should include an example of a language whosedesign was inuenced by that view. (10 marks)4. [20 marks]COMP 462 continued...



3In object-oriented programming, polymorphism includes the notion of dynamicbinding, that is, the decision as to which code will be executed is made a run-time.In most languages, this kind of polymorphism is fundamental to the language.However in C++ and Ada9X, the programmer must explicitly distinguish betweenstatic versus dynamic binding of operations.(a) Discuss the pros and cons of having to explicitly request polymorphism, com-pared with always having it available. Your discussion should cover both easeof use and ease of implementation. (7 marks)(b) Compare and contrast the support for polymorphism in C++ and Ada9X.(8 marks)(c) Dynamic binding in C++ and Ada9X only applies to classes that are re-lated (ancestors and descendents) in a statically-speci�ed inheritance hierar-chy. Emerald's equivalent hierarchy (based on types) is not static. This allowsfor more exible relationships between objects, and hence more opportunityfor dynamic binding. However it can also result in inappropriate behaviour.Give an example where the inappropriate behaviour can happen. (5 marks)5. [20 marks]Answer any two of the following questions.(a) Some languages that claim to be object-oriented do not have inheritance, butinstead have delegation. Explain what delegation is and compare it to inher-itance. (10 marks)(b) Craig Chambers has created Cecil, a language designed aroundmulti-methods.Explain what multi-methods are, the problem this feature is supposed to solve,and how Chambers justi�es the inclusion of this feature in the object model.(10 marks)(c) Smalltalk-80 has support for concurrency in the form of being able to send afork message to a block, as well as semaphore objects. Discuss the problemsassociated with this form of support for concurrency and describe one variantof Smalltalk that tries to overcome these problems. (10 marks)(d) It has been suggested that an object-oriented database management system(OODBMS) is just an object-oriented language that supports persistence. Infact this is not the case. Discuss the forms of support beyond that of thebasic object model that are typically provided by OODBMSs. You shouldalso discuss how the object model is typically modi�ed for OODBMSs.COMP 462 continued...



46. [40 marks]Consider building software for managing an Automatic Teller Machine (ATM).ATMs provide the following services for bank accounts: Balance, Deposit, With-drawal, and Transfer (which is just a withdrawal followed by a deposit). The kindsof bank accounts that are available are: cheque, savings, super savings, and termdeposit. All kinds of accounts except cheque accounts earn interest. Only thebalance service is available for term deposit accounts from ATMs (other servicesmay be available at a branch oÆce). Savings accounts charge a penalty fee for eachwithdrawal, and super savings accounts do not allow withdrawals at all (includingtransfer). Deposits that are not part of a transfer operation are subject to a clear-ance period before accounts will be credited. (Note: This behaviour by ATMs maynot be representative of that by commonly available ATMs in New Zealand.)(a) The above description does not specify what the ATM software is to do. Twopossibilities are: the software is intended to be a complete reimplementation ofthe existing software, or the software is intended to simulate existing servicesso that new services may be tested.Discuss the di�erence in the software design required for these two applica-tions. Your discussion should be in terms of the di�erent classes or di�erentresponsibilities of classes. (10 marks)(b) For each of the classes below, write a paragraph justifying whether or nothaving that class would be useful. If the existence of the class depends onthe purpose to which the ATM software is to be put, describe the kind ofapplication that may require it. (20 marks)i. CASHii. INTERESTiii. CARDREADERiv. CUSTOMERv. BANK(c) The description above lists 4 di�erent kinds of accounts. Discuss the appro-priateness of representing these as an inheritance hierarchy. Your discussionshould include a description of the bene�ts you expect to gain from sucha hierarchy (should you decide it is a good idea) or an explanation of theproblems associated with a hierarchy (should you decide it is a bad idea).(10 marks)********************************COMP 462


